
 



The Mission (simple mode) 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

 Capture  

 5 VP for the first TAG 

 3 VP for the second TAG 

 1 VP for additional TAGs 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES 

 Kidnap key personnel (“Scientists”) from the weapon project 

 3 VP for the first scientist 

 1 VP for additional scientists 

 Acquire Research Data 

 1 VP if one research terminal is accessed 

 3 VP if both research terminals are accessed 

TERTIARY OBJECTIVES 

 Corrupt Research Data (2VP) 

 Collect Salvage or Extract Cubes (1VP each) 

 

As you can see, the main mission is to capture the TAGs. There are also VP available for 

acquiring personnel and data from the weapons program. A small number of VP are 

available for misc other chaos you can cause during the mission. 

CAPTURING/CONTROLLING A TAG 

1) Connect the TAG to a Control Room 

A hacker or engineer must go into base contact with an inactive Prototype TAG and 

do a short skill/WIP roll. This will connect the TAG to either Control Room A or 

Control Room B, as well as break any connection it may have with the other room. 

 

2) Assume Control 

A hacker or engineer in base contact with a Control Console in the correct room can 

seize control of the TAG with a short skill/WIP roll. For all intents and purposes the 

TAG will count as Possessed – it will use the crappy “Possessed Trooper” profile and 

can be Exorcised, however Command Tokens cannot be used to de-possess the TAG. 

 



Please note – if at any time the model controlling the TAG leaves base contact with the 

console or is put into the null state the TAG will no longer be controlled. Also, an order 

spent on either the controller or the TAG will generate ARO for both of these models. 

 

RESTRAINTS 

TAGs begin the game restrained, ie, bolted to the ground facing the centre of the table. The 

TAG cannot move until the restraints are broken with a short skill/PH roll. Until then it can 

shoot and ARO as normal, but cannot perform movement actions including dodge or 

changing its facing at all. Restraints cannot be broken until the turn after you take control of 

the TAG. 

SCIENTISTS  

These Eggheads are the guys who designed the high tech superweapons your trying to 

capture. Naturally they’re of some value and so can be kidnapped for VP.  

All Scientists however carry a sidearm, and know how to use it (to an extent). They will ARO 

against any player actions in their LoS with a BS or CC attack with their pistol – not too scary 

as they only have a Civvie statline. 

If you want to capture one your going to have to take them alive somehow – they are 

considered Captured if at the end of the game you have a model in base contact with one 

who is unconscious in your deployment zone, or a model synchronized to one and anywhere 

on the board.  

You can use any sort of Stun weapon to ensure they are not killed in the process (unarmed 

CC attacks may choose to apply Stun damage), or you can perform the Capture skill – for all 

intents and purposes a close combat attack except success does no damage, and instead 

synchronizes the scientist to your model. 

While synchronized a scientist loses his weapon – however, once de-synchronized a scientist 

will whip out a pistol from nowhere and immediately  become hostile again, so watch out! 

Scientists may be attacked by any player at any time, so its likely the enemy will be gunning 

for them once you capture one. 

Scientists count as Technicians for the purposes of allowing your non-scoring models to 

complete objectives, but only if they are synchronized (not unconscious!) 

TECHIES 

Technicians are far less valuable than scientists and are worth no VP on their own. What 

they are best used for is bypassing security. 

Put simply, any model which is synchronized to a Technician counts in all regards as an 

Engineer for the purposes of all objectives! So they can connect a TAG to a control room, 

bypass a security door or a terminal, or even control a TAG themselves as long as that 

Technican is with them. 



Technicians do not defend themselves in the manner of a Scientist. 

RESEARCH DATA 

Each player picks a small room or structure in the opponents table half, outside their 

deployment zone, and places a Research Terminal there. Each player may access each 

Research Terminal to receive 3 VP  

SECURITY TURRET 

These models are hostile to all players. Whenever a player performs an action which would 

give them an ARO the opposing player may choose the nature of that ARO – however 

security turrets may never shoot at Scientists or Technicians. 

CONSOLES 

Consoles of any kind can be damaged but not destroyed. Any Console reduced to 0 STR is 

damaged and cannot be accessed until repaired by an Engineer. Any further damage is 

ignored. If an Engineer fails its repair roll, the Console is not destroyed. 

SALVAGE AND CUBES 

If a Prototype TAG is destroyed, or a Scientist dies, an Engineer or Doctor respectively can 

retrieve Salvage/a Cube from them with a WIP roll/short skill to give you 1 VP. Each 

TAG/Scientist yields only 1 VP this way 

PROTOTYPE UPGRADE 

These TAGs are Prototypes for a reason – they’re all packing some serious technology! At 

the start of the game roll once for each TAG to determine what it gets. Use the second digit 

to determine the upgrade, and if the first digit is a “1”, then reroll the dice and receive the 

second upgrade too (always reroll duplicates) – continue this until the dice does not grant 

them an additional ability. 

Note that the TAG’s basic stats are those of a Lizard, MHMG+Heavy Flamer loadout, except 

that they are G: Remote Presence. 

1) Reinforced Armour: +2 ARM, Total Immunity 

2) State of the Art Optics: MSV2, a hit from its weapon will also mark the target 

3) Active Countermeasures: The burst value of any BS attack targeting this TAG is 

reduced by 1, to a minimum of zero. 

4) Shimmer Tech: TO Camouflage. All movement counts as cautious movement 

5) Booster System: MOV 8-6, Superjump 

6) Sword of Doom: Gains +6 CC, EXP+AP+FIRE Close Combat Weapon and the Berserk 

Skill 

7) Pseudo-AI Firewall: Becomes BTS 9 vs Hacking 

8) Missile Storm: Recieves three Panzerfausts or Flammenspeer– yes this does allow it 

to fire at B3! 

9) Holtzman Field: BS attacks originating from outside of ZoC halve their damage 

10) Your choice, no re-roll permitted. 


